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by Anne Welwood,
News Editor

Negotiations are presently un~or an alternate solution
., the Canadian Union of Stultnts. The new organization
11ould be called the Student Conll!mer Association.
Lauren Marshall, President of
ile Stu d e n t s' Administrative
ouncil. said the idea came after
spring's conference of the
lerway

&

Ontario Union of Students.
"I hoped to clarify what OUS
could do for students, but every.
thing just sank into political factions. Students who said they
were representing their universities really had no authority on
their individual campuses. It was
a useless conference ."
Feeling another political organ.
ization would end up as did OUS,
Miss Marshall wanted to see a
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lauren Marshall, President of SAC and
Vice-Chairman of SCA

eks ore lace C
non-political organization of postsecondary institutions,. including
community colleges.
Matt Hudson, originator of Mr.
Campus, travelled across Canada
promoting the idea of charter
tr·avel. Miss Marshall asked him
to get response from western universities to a union such as she
envisioned, which would provide
the students with such services
as personnel planning, block booking and national advertising.
At present there is an executive on paper for the SCA, consisting of several eastern university council members, Hudson
and Miss Marshall. The proposals
are under consideration at all
Ontario ~md eastern universities,
said Miss Marshall, who is confident the SCA will be accepted
by them.
"Hudson and his organization
Trans-Canada Student Services
want to be allowed on the various campuses with personnel
planning and national advertising.
In turn they set up air travel for
us," said Miss Marshall.
"We don't have to sign any
contracts and I'm not adverse to
any cooperation in this area ."
Asked if Hudson's other student services were beneficial to
those involved, Miss Marshall replied, "Mr. Campus provided excellent service and a lot of students used it."
Bob Purdon, treasurer of SAC,
felt Mr. Campus was not a success. "I think we should wait
at least one year to see how

Hudson's Trans-Canada organization works out."
Commenting on Hudson, Purdon
said, "His integrity is questionable. He is known for setting
up deals of this sort, but none
have really succeeded."
Purdon didn't feel the personnel
planning would be a very beneficial service to Waterloo Lutheran students. "As many students
could get jobs without it," he
a d d e d. "Canadian University
Press is against the national advertising scheme, and the block
booking idea is against the regulations of the American Federation of Musicians."
He said council was more indifferent than positive on the
issue .
Miss Marshall explained CUS'
rates for charter travel were
higher than they ought to have
been . According to the charter,
the student is charged the price
of the seat plus $8 plus underload in case the plane is not full.
When the plane is full , the underload fee should be rebated.
Miss Marshall said CUS never
rebated the fee but Trans Canada
Services would.
She also emphasized the lobbying force of such a union. With
so many universities behind the
union, major companies which
harrassed students commercially could be threatened with boycotting.
Concerning block booking, Miss
Marshall said she didn't care how
much money Hudson made on the
deal as long as Waterloo Luther.

an paid less for the groups than
in the past.
"As long as it's legal, why
should it concern people how
much he's mak-ing?" she asked.
Asked if there would be a re.
ferendum for the students to
choose or reject the SCA, she
said "We'll Jet the students
know, but the decision will be
up to council."
She said the Students' Admini·
strative Council was behind her
in promotion of the SCA.
Laurie Sleith, SAC's Vice-President, felt the SCA would be
worthwhile. "It is what I hoped
CUS would have been. If you
merged the Trans-Camida Ser·
vices with the Student Consumer
Association, that would be my
idea of what a Canadian univer.
sity union should be ."
He said personnel planning
wouldn't benefit us right now,
but would in time. "Personnel
planning will especially benefit
the smaller companies who can't
afford to send a man to campuses full time to recruit students and also to train them."
Various comments concerning
the new organization var·ied in
approval.
"I question the integ,rity of the
promoters."
"When you do not trust a person. why be a leader with him?"
"Trans-Canada has the poten•
tial of replacing CUS as an or·
ganization giving student services.
The students on this campus can
only benefit from it.'"

S financially crippled
pi)RT ARTHUR (CUP)-Finan-

~THE

CUS secretariat, who labelled the
crrppled and riven inter- radicals "opportunistic'' and sup·' by nttacks from both radi- ported the position taken by inand moderates, the Canadian coming CUS president Martin
on of Students staggered out Loney-that the union must conef rt; 33rd annual co•ngress facing
centrate on organizing students
.e very real possibility of dis- around issues such as housing
ulion by Christmas.
and unemployment rather than a
And perhaps more important- radical analysis of society.
::le Congress had not come to
"You're not dealing with these
problems in a historical way,''
~; with the charges laid by
:.: de:egates, observers and Gallagher said. "You have failed
ber; of the former CUS sec- to come up with an alternative
program."
~hat the national organiThe previous evening, delegates
faced total irrelevance if
did not struggle to alter its from the University of Waterloo
1e and that of the students hal also tried to force a discussion of CUS structure, stunning
·b which form its base.
When the final plenary session the congress by proposing the nathe con<~ress broke off at 6 tional union become an affiliate
\\'eoesday (Sept. 3), more of the International Workers of
a t~ird of the items on the the World, a revolutionary syndipo :er still remained to be calist organization smashed by
'':. z.1d passed; but the meet- police in the 1920's.
The Waterloo proposal went
a not go on in face of
JC.eJsingly bitter antagon- . down to defeat by a vote of 17
•aised as radicals insisted to 3, after the congress refused
of CUS rather than to allow Waterloo to withdraw its
••ocmle programs held the key motion.
The right as well as the left
re1utlding the union.
'.\ !ot of people here are go- was unsuccessful in forcing debate on the structure of CUS: a
~o l'l'!urn to campus and not
much," charged Barry motion put forward by the Unilast year's CUS Atlantic versity of Calgary, calling for the
and chairman of the creation of a new national oruntil he spoke at the ganization, the Canadian Students'
Federation, died for lack of a
have to make a choice," seconder.
Sponsored by members of the
they fulfill the
of the content of universities of Toronto, McGill,
in action and in Dalhousie and British Columbia,
. or they sustain the struc- the resolution included a conwhich have lead to failure stitution which would have greatly restricted the ability of the new
past.
choice may mean staying union to take political stands.
Neither the McGill nor British
students councils, or getthe hell off. And when the Columbia representatives were
crunch comes, they're going registered as delegates to the congress, and Toronto and Dalhousie
stJy on council.
But ~lcPeake's charges met bit· delegations refused to support
denuncJation from John Gal- the actions of a minority of their
a member of the incoming members.

But the hard logic of finances
may prove to be more of a deciding factor m the direction of
CUS than either radical or moderate arguments. At the end of the
congress, only eight student councils had committed themselves
to the union for the coming year,
although several other delegations
committed themselves to fight for
CUS in referendums.
With only 39,500 students in
the union, CUS finance commissions predicted the organization
would go "belly-up by Christmas"
if critical referendums at Carleton
University and the University of
Toronto did not favor CUS.
Students at Carleton will vote
October 13; Toronto students
October 23 . As many as 10 other
r eferendums mav be called during the forthcoming year.
The precarious state of the
union's finances lead to one
charge in CUS operations: selection of a president-elect, traditionally one of the duties of the fall
congress, was postponed until
Christmas, when the union will
hold another legislative meeting.
The decision to elect Martin
Loney's successor at mid-year will
also allow CUS members to evaluate the actions of the secretariat
in view of events during the next
four months.
While many programs were left
undebated in the hands of the
CUS national council, delegates
from 33 schools who attended the
conference-with voting rights regardless of their membership status in the union-managed to
pass resolutions on some aspects
of education and on the nature
of the students role in society.
The delegates also called for
an end to authoritarianism in education, and presented demands
which would lead to the develop-

r
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Peter Warrian, CUS past-president explained the
union to students here last year.
ment of a critical university-one
which would do more than act as
an apologist for the status quo.
The present educational system, delegates said, "prepares
the student to fit uncritically into
the corporate capitalist structure,"
without questioning the social and
moral effects of the system.
"The students in the classroom
should be in control in the classroom and should be actively participating in the classroom," one
delegate said.
As well as classroom democracy, and student parity on academic decision-making bodies as
well as hiring, firing and promotion committees, the congress
also demanded that other univer-

sity services, such as bookstores,
libraries and food services be
democratized and organized on a
co-operative basis .
The congress also called for
students to struggle against the
development of the Mid-Canada
Corridor, a corporate and govern·
ment plan to create an urbanized,
industrial strip of land just south
of the Arctic Regions.
The congress noted the plan
would, in effect, be another tentacle of American control of Canada, and added that "any nation
which values its independence
and sovereignty must have con·
trol of the development and dis·
pensation of its natural resour·
ces."
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UWO fres man registration re tricted
LONDON (CUP)-An indeterminate number of students have
been turned away from the University of Western Ontario, as the
university administration clamped
down on first-year enrollment.
In a statement Wednesday (September 10) the university registrar announced no further firstyear applicants would be accept-

Discrimination
c:harged at
Brandon U.
BRANDON (CUP)-Charges of
political discrimination have been
raised against the administration
of Brandon University, following
a decision by the campus' academic senate to refuse admission to
the faculty of education for Harko Bhagat, Brandon students
eouncil president.
The senate decision, made Tuesday, upheld a decision by the edueation admissions committee to
bar Bhagat, a foreign student,
from entering the faculty, despite
a "respectable" academic record.
Termed a "political engineer"
by members of the education faeulty, Bhagat first ran into trouble with -administration officials
last year, when a "Friends of
Brandon University" scholarship,
his major means of support, was
eancelled.
Bhagat had taken part in a demonstration protesting the expulsion of a fellow student, George
Armstrong, for "abnormal behaviour" in connection with the
appearance of guest speaker
Laurier LaPierre on campus.
Armstrong had threatened to
throw a fake smoke bomb onto
the speaking platform.
Administration president J. E.
Robbins declared that "adverse
publicity connected with the incident forced the cancellation of
the scholarship."
At the end of last year, Bhagat
1\-as also linked to the resignation
&f Robbins as administration president, when Robbins declared
that Bhagat's election as students'
eouncil president was a factor in
his "discouragement" with students at Brandon.
Returning to the rampus this
year, Bhagat applied to the edueation faculty for admission, deelaring he had no interest in
teaching, but wished to pursue
the study of education as a discipline.
Subjected to a screening by
the education faculty admissions
eommittee, he was reportedly
questioned about his political beJiefs and his involvement in Robbins' resignation.
The committee's decision to bar
Bhagat was sent to the senate,
who upheld their stand Tuesday.
Bhagat is also president of the
Manitoba Students Association,
and was chosen as a part-time
field worker for the Canadian
Union of Students during the
forth-coming year.

ed, after a group registration
conducted during the week revealed applicants far exceeded
the university's projections and
capacity.
Approximately 3,400 first-year
students are now expected at
UWO; the administration budgeted for approximately 3,100. ,
''It's always been Western's
proud boast that we'd accept any
qualified student who showed up
at our doors," said administration
president D. Carlton Williams.
"Now, we simply can't do that."
The number of prospective students frustrated by. the administration edict is impossible to determine.
"The ones that have missed out.
are likely those who spent the
summer abroad or something and

missed all their registration notices," Williams said.
"They're always a pain to register anyway."
Williams said the problem
arose when students employing
multi-applications forms f~ocked
to Western in preference to other
universities.
"I think they would now go to
some other university," he said.
"Brock has been advertising for
applicants . . . Trent, Laurentian
•.. They all have vacancies."
Not affected by Wednesday's
edjct are non-registered students
who paid their $50 pre-registration fee. Students wishing entry
into Western who haven't paid
these dues are being placed on
waiting lists with their enrollment
depending on early dropouts in
the various faculties.
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LADIES AND GENTS
JOIN THE GANG
AT AL'S

NIVERSITY
BILLIARD
HOT LUNCHES
OPEN DAILY INCLUDING SUNDAY

(Corner of King and University)

Notice of S.A.C. Electio s

Pub-

OCT. 8, 1969
To all students registered in arts faculty on Wednesday, Oct. 8, three positions on the
S.A.C. will be contested for by students of the faculty of arts. Three representatives from
the faculty of arts must be elected to fill vacancies on the S.A.C. These three arts representatives are to represent their fellow faculty members on the S.A.C. to act as liason between the S.A.C. and the members of their f acuity and to take a responsible part in the
S.A.C. These three arts' representatives are urgently needed if S.A.C. is to carry out its
programme this year. (1) Only you the members of the f a c u l t y of arts can elect them.
(2) Only the students registered in the faculty of arts may vote on Oct. 8, 1969, and (3) only
students of the faculty of arts may be nominated. (4) All arts faculty members with a 60%
academic average in FIVE SUBJECTS in their last academic year are eligible for nomination.

ELECTIONS WILL BE WED., OCT. 8, 1969
{OUTSIDE 1El)
From 9 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Nominations open Sept. 24, 1969.
Nominations close Oct. 1, 1969 {No forms accepted after S p.m.)
Candidates will meet with the C.E.O. Oct. 1 at S p.m. in 2E4.
Nomination forms may be picked up from the secretary of the
S.A.C. in the S.U.B.
Nomination forms are to be placed in the C.E.O.'s mail box by
S p.m. Oct. 1.
A five dollar security deposit will be required from all candidates,
payable to the C.E.O. at the candidates meeting Oct. 1 at 5 p.m.
S
in 2E4, refundable in case of non-forfeiture.
ANY FURTHER QUERIES MAY BE DIRECTED TO THE C.E.O.
JOHN SUTHERLAND, 206 EAST HALL.

YOUR VOT S ARE NEEDED, SO DO VOTE!
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block booking scheme declared illegal

NG

Block booking is rapidly be·
eoming an accepted way of con·
tracting and would be a service
~ovided by the Student Consum·
tr Association.
By this method, one agency is
responsible for an American
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issue, Jim Kerins, Chainnan of
the College Entertainment Conference, prepared an analysis•
part of which is printed below.
Trans-Canada Student ~
has openly admitted that it would
oontnct the gl'OUP, itself and then

Housing situation at standstill
br llt'vce Walfec•
Each year as the university
kaces itself for the onslaught
el students, the cities of Water·
loo and Kitchener prepare for
an influx of homeless Lutherans
their doors. The Frosh are
,.ardest hit of all. Of the 1,100
first year freshmen and freshettes only 15% are live-at-home
atudents. There are six male resi~nces on campus including the

SUNDAY

group from tl\e time It crosse1
the border until it leaves again.
Once the group is in Canada, the
agency finds out how many campuses want the group and. ooatracts are drawn up.
After carefully; examining . .

Bricker St. House, a university
purchased home with its back·
yard facing the institution. Four·
teen males inhabit it. However
of the ot'her five, two are graduate. Tne girls fare worse with
only three residences, one being
French House. All these house
only 744 persons and this year,
80 % are frosh , however this is
actually half of the new students.
the rest must seek elsewhere,

Pub-nite planned for WLU
A pub night, for WLU students
IIi to be held every Thursday evening at Caesar's Forum . The
tvent is operated by WLU students and will begin Sept. 25 and
Jill continue every Thursday
tvening thereafter f rom 8 :30 till
12.30 p.m. Membership is limited
all those people havi ng a WLU
student card and proof t hat they

21
In an interview wit h the Cord
one of the organizers stated that
the Pub-Nite will "p rovide a col·
k>ge tvpe atmospher-e which is
dly lacking in the beer parlors
which we all must frequent while
attending WLU." He went on to

say that "it will be preparation
for the pub planned for the new
SUB so the school will be watching." Beer will sell at 3 for a
dollar and liquor, 2 for a dollar
in the pub which has a capacity
of 600 people. Live-entertainment
will be provided each week, commencing with "Your Favourite
Thing" t his Thursday,
Pub and delicatessan food will
be available at the pub . A cover
charge of 75 cents will be imposed. This however, will still
be cheaper than the U. of W. pub
which has recently increased its
cover charge to $1.00. Caesar's
Forum is located on Weber N .
just past t he intersection of King.

and more likely than not they end
Student Housing Of·
fice going through pages of listings .
Headed by Mrs . Margaret Lippert the service provides house,
room, and apartment listings in
the surrounding area, this year
1,338 persons registered with
places to offer. Mrs. Lippert
says the greatest need is apartments for married s t u d e n t i
though there is shortage for sin·
gle girls also. Strangely enough
girls must pay the highest rentals
usually $12-$14 per week. Young
men pay relativel y a cheaper
price ($10) on the average, but,
may change their living quarters
up to five times throughout the
year for no apparent reason .
There is nothing in t he offing
as far as on-campus residence
expansion and the off-campus
hous ing proble ms li ke a migratory bi rd will probabl y re turn
next year. Something should be
done as one st udent who turned
up at the Student Housing Office last Wednesday wi ll tell you.
The kindly old landl ady on Laur·
el St. who was ren ting him a
place met him the previous night
at the top of the stairs with a
knife in her hand and evicted
him . Hooefully, Mrs. Lippert
tells us, they' re not all like that.
up in the

in turn provide you with a second
contract between you and them,
This is called double contracting.
A university • • • booked King
C~qtis through an agency in De·
troit. The agency sent a confirmation and contracts were sign·
ed. Three days before the date,
King Curtis phoned up asking
about rumours that he was play·
ing the date. He had not heard
of it, nor had he signed a con·
tract and was playing somewhere
else.
Only the employer has the
right to direct what the musicians
must do during the performance.
This is one of the clauses in the
American Federation of Musi·

cians contract blank and thu4
you not being the employer, have
no control over what happens.
If the group is late, drunk, stoned, or doesn't show, you are left
with an angry crowd and no r&oourse except to sue TCSS whick
could very well be defunct by the
time the case comes up in court.
Double contracting is illegal Ul\o
der by-laws of the AF of M •• •
Once one case is reported to the
Union and documented, TCSS and
the people who signed the contract will be blacklisted and will
not sign another contract.
The price of twenty per cent!
of contractual price for obtaining a contract for you is absurd.

Computers -may connect
companies with studems
Personnel planning at Waterloo
Lutheran is one of the services
of the proposed student Consumer Association . Its function would
be to help place students from a
more psychological approach than
in the past.
According to the plan, questionnaires would be filled by all prospective graduates. Dr. Donald
Morgensen is presently working
on the questionnaire . More t han
t he usual questions will be asked ,
according to Morgensen. "There
will be more of an emphasis on
the individual's interests."
All forms will be fed into a
computer at which time various
companies and industries will buy
time on the computer. These companies will also fill out forms
statin g just exactly what they are
looking for .
By t his method each prospec·
tive graduate would be unde r t he

consideration of a large number
of businesses, and it is felt therefore the chances of employment
in a field compatible with the in·
dividual's interests higher.
Laurie Sleith, Vice-President
of the Students' Administrative
Council, e xplained the financial
aspect.
"Each company will pay to use
the computer and will select so
many names of graduates. For
every student hired b y this meth·
od, the employing business would
pay a f lat rate. sixty per cent
of which goes to Trans-Canada
and fo rty per cent of which goes
to Waterloo Lutheran's SAC."
In t his way, Sleith said, Waterloo .Lutheran pays no money but
receives money for each student
helped by this service.
Mor gensen said he thou ght it
was a very exciting concept in
student services.

Construction of WLU campus centre slated to begin •In October
by Carol Gregory
Construction on Waterloo Lu·
ltleran's new campus centre will
lltgin in early October. The eventcost will be about one mil·

lion dollars . Official opening is
set for next September.
As a totally student orie ntated
building, it will include complete
recreation facilities. a multi-pur-

pose ball room , lounge and a
snack bar . It will be built in two
stages; construction of the first
stage consists of the third and
fourth floors to be built on pillars. On the fourth floor will be

the multi-purpose ballroom and a
large Jounge wtth fire place.
The third floor will contain the
billiard room , other rec rea tion
rooms and all the administrative
offices.

969

This floor will be built on 8f
similar plan to the second floor,
whi ch will be an expansion of the
recreation area .
Ground floor is to include a
postal area with personal mail•
boxes for every student.
A trust fund of approximately;
one hundred thousand dolla rs wag
coll ected f rom students in stu·
dent fees during the last fo ur
years. The president of S. A.C .•
La uren Marshall , quoted $75,17:1
as the student equi ty on the old
S.U.B. This, plus the t rust fund,
totals about $160,173 wh ich the
students can pay now for their
c a mpus centre. To balance this,
the students have ta ken out a
m or tgage for the next twe nt"'
years of $335,000, with the option
of paying it sooner. The admini·
stration is responsible for this.
Ten dollars wi ll be paid by each
student in student fees for the
mortgage.
" When the o'T'I'i S.U.B. is vacat•
ed next su mmer, the Health Services will move into the top
fl oor," said Dean Nichols. "It is
hoped ·an· infirmar·y . can be set
Up."

Ol
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Architects Kruschen and Daily envision this campus centre for WLU.
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The bottom floor will be used
as an extension of fh!' dinin~
h<o~ll This will be used for private club dinners and other smal·
Ier functions.
Architects for the cnmnus cen·
tre, Kr,uschen nnd Daily, •1r<Hn·
ised a minimum of red brick will
be used ..
"It will stnnd O!lt a-; a centre
for all slu(lent recrentior,•l c"l~
tural, placem!'nt nnd aj I i.Prvices," said Dean Nichol,.; . "It
will be totally removed frop1 the
academic part of the univer·sir y "
Waterloo Lutheran has h'ld a
S.U.B. since 1961. The existi1~
b uilding was already obsolete
wheri it vias built at tha( tirne.
The six thousand square foot are'\
is a me re fractio n of the plann~d
fo rty thousand square ft'et to 11e
in the new building. Before t<lf! l,
an audi torium in the basement
of Willison Ha ll was used.

Pege Fou,.
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We want some answers
Presently, Lauren Mal'Sihall and some members of
'Students' Administrative Council are supporting· an
organization called the Student Consumer Association,
an association of which Miss Marshall is the Vice-Chai;-.
man, The basic ideas of this organization are good.
Block booking is an established benefit to the univer~~ty, But the way the SCA and its companion p1·h ate
eompany Trans-Canada Student Services (TCSS) wants
to handle it makes the plan a risky proposition for any
university and is also illegal. Again the personnel placement service proposed by the SCA is a greatly needed
service. But again sixty per cent of the profits are going
to the TCSS and only forty per cent to the university
involved.

r

· The national advertising scheme for student news'):)apers envisioned by the SCA is also a good idea but
the Canadian University Pres.o:;, which has made a stud;}•
of the TCSS plan has severely criticized it and it's originator Matthew Hudson who is also the executive o:;ecretary of the SCA. They feel that Hudson will be a liability
to any university newspaper signing with him.
. Mis.o:; Marshall seems to take it for granted that thi~
'University will join the SCA without any opposition from
within. She may be in for a surprise. This newspaper
cannot in all honesty support the SCA without a few
questions being answered, primarily what is the connection between SCA and TCSS, and why do they have the
same mailing address. Why will Miss Marshall not even
consider calling a referendum on rejoining CUS which
bas i·ecently undergone a major housecleaning a11d yet
consider joining SCA by a simple majority vote of the
Students' Administrative Council. Maybe when we get
~orne answers to these questions we'll support joining
this group but until then the Cord must say "No way
~or SCA".

Registration: Headache No. 1
Registration has come and gone for 1969 but its rel>·ercussions will remain for qu·ite a while! It must be
admitted that the overall organization was vm·y good
and the person who thought of using the arts building
~ould be commended. However there were some gaps
in communication which cre31ted major problems for a
gre,at many peopl-e. For example, the returning students
who had to change cours-es usually found them cloood
by the time they got to the faculty desks because of the
)arge influx of freshmen. This problem was compounded
~Y many students registering at the wrong time causing
JllOnumental traffic jams.
. The "Excedrin" type registration-headaches are still
not over eithe-r, for some. The Cord has one! The administration has :not 'Yet s-een fit to return the typewriters
that this newspaper was kind enough to lend them fo-r
the summer, and for registr'31tion.
Everything taken into consideration there seems only
'4me solution for this situation. Registration by mail, for
:returning- students, during the summer and reserving
.orientation week just for the freshmen.

CORD STAFF THIS WEEK
This week's slave labourers were Mike Skelton,
Carman Roberts, Carol Gregory, Carol Rigby,
Bob Wilson, Shane Belknap, Denis McDonald,
Garry Engkent, Glenn Marshall, Dave Fairfield, Peter Jackson, Bruce Wallace, Bill Horman, Laurel Stuart, Barb Wallace, and Fran.
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The CORD welcomes letters
from students. faculty and mem·
bers of the Administration, but
please remember these things:
All letters must include your
name, address, facttlty and year
or position. Anonymous letters
will not be accepted, but we will
print a pseudonym if you have
a good reason. The editors reserve the right to shorten lengthy
letters. Letters should be typed,
and submitted to the CORD of·
fice no later than Monday afternoon.

All does not shine
on Shinerama
Dear Sir:
In order to justify some of the
disappointment over this year's
Shinerama campaign, I would
like to present a few remarks concerning the reasons for its lack of
success.
In past years, Shinerama has
always been held during the second week of school, when all
freshmen and upper-classmen are
on campus and are reasonably
well-settled into their new routines. All students were very
generously dismissed from classes for the day, in order that they
might concentrate on making this
fund-raising drive the success
that it has always been. All freshmen were needed to shine shoes
and all seniors were needed to
drives cars and keep shoe-shiners
well supplied.
However, this year it was de-
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cided by the powers that be (and
I hate to admit that there were
students who assisted in the decision) that Shinerama, as a nonacademic affair, did not deserve
a day off classes and therefore
should be scheduled for the week
of registration. The decision in
itself was not a bad one, but the
consequences that followed it
were responsible for the disappointing results of the campaign.
No one was willing to volunteer
any definite information, but it
was rumoured that freshmen registration was scheduled for the
same day as Shinerama. This rumour was finally confirmed the
week of Shinerama; three hundred freshmen were to register on
Thursday afternoon. Registration
in the Theatre Auditorium meant
that Shinerama headquarters had
to be set up in Women's Residence Recreation Room. No sound
system was available so that most
students were unaware of just
what they were expected to do.
My lung-power is limite<!.
None of the freshmen had received their beanies by Thursday
morning, so that they were difficult to identify on the street. The
old fighting spirit between freshmen and sophomores was totally
absent.
It is unfortunate that the year
that had the most potential for
tremendous success turned out to
be the most disappointing. Out
of a class of 1,100, approximately
300 took part in the campaign.
Of those who did not, 300 had to
register and the remainder were
attending course interviews and
trying to get their courses approved. It was quite natural that
the farthest thing from their
minds was Shinerama. I believe

that the results have shown
all that if Shinerama is to l'
success, it must be held when
students are free to
A special word of
who worked so
on the campaign_
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Off the cuff
by Ludwig von lchabod

Diary:
University is fabulous, I think if I stop thinking about
and what the Sophs are doing to us poor
. The institutionalized hazing by the Administrain Registration was bad enough! Already J have
all sorts of silly atrocities (such as Dead
Proposing to Shy, Reticent Frosh and Sophs, and,
less I mention, the better!) to the pleasure of
MMJaoeadifttic Sophs. I wonder if I can truly survive all
week. Many of my collegues have abandoned their
· and buttons; I fear I shall too as I am presently
in my miniskirt. What have the Sophs gone
last year that they punish us so? I mean the
So phs-the boys are cute!
I thought the Student Handbook &tated that Hazingprohibited, and a poor Froshette such as I should not
Initiation. But what is hazing and what is not
? To be frank, I am not that shy or sensitive so I
most of the stuff in stride (although I prefer not
all bhose silly things). I mean, there are some girls
guys I know who are so afraid it petrifies them. I
everyone just wants to be a<'cepted in univerwithout "degrading" themselves even for a moment.
ppose I'll laugh all my fears away next year when
sa.di~tic tendencies are whetted.
lly, Dear Diary, I hate to gripe away at everyall at once. So here goes! I hate the rules in W .R.
couldn't or can't they be -more like Men's Res? I
cannot stand sign-ins and sign~outs-and I
Mom was bad!
I hate the food served in the Dining Hall! The only
I enjoyed the food was on Parent..;;' Day on Camp; every other meal is $ 0 £ & * ! ! I don't mind tJhe flies
down at my food, or the swill of a ~up of thinout mud, but everything else I do mind: the starchithe toughness, the sameness of breakfast, lunch and
·. (I've already memorized all the choices; it ain't
!) I'm tempted to sell my meal card, although I
ieve it.~ illegal, but that's not what's stopping me..
the impossible blackmarket price of one-third its
ue. Anyway, I hate to cook my own meal.s: they take
much of my time to study, and other things!
I mw;t confess this: I think some of my profs are a
I declare I almost fell asleep-and this is only my
day. Will I skip my classes tomorrow if they're all
this?
hate to m~ntion this, but I really can't stand some
SNAFUs concerning these two weeks. Having paid
f()r our Frosh kit I was under the impression that
entertainment was included. Obviously not! The
mal Dance is costing me! Oh, where can I find a
to my taste (not that I'm picky or anything!)! And
tha.t the Torch-Light Parade will be greeted
water~bombs, and eggs! To think I need an eggthat night! Ah, if this be the best of all posworlds, what then are the others?
Still, university is fabulous, I think, ifYours
Gertrude Gripes-Me

Involvement
parking

This column is intended to get you involved. Each year
student.~ fail to join campus organizations becausf>
ju~:t didn't know that openings existed. The Cord
to remedy this. So, for the next several we.~ks we
present this column in order to tell the students
they are needed.

BOARD OF PUBLICATIONS
submit names to
} Pete.r Heineman,
Busi.MSS Mat'llalgel'.

T'S ,ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL

Ask
quith
week
m

Cord

3 Arta Representatives-election, Oct. 8-sec ad
tude,nt to sit on Cultural Affairs Commitbee,
interested in music-submit applications to
SAC, attention Laurie Sleith.
.,tudcnts for Secretariat to investigate v·al"ious
issues that arise during the year--submit name
to SAC, attention Sue Brown.
Members for Constitution Committee of SACsubmit name and address to SAC, autention
Laurie Sleith.
Qut--ens Committee - 3 people
Pub - 10 males
Tickets - 7 people
Decorations Committee - 20 people
Publicity - 5 people

Haggar files complaint with
Human Rights Commission
Dr. George Haggar, a former
professor at WLU has filed for·
mal complaints with the Ontario
Human R i g h t s Commission,
against five universities and colleges. He has charged that he
was refused positions because of
his national origin and political
beliefs. The schools involved are
King's College (an affiliate of the
University of Western Ontario),
Seneca College of Applied Arts
and Technology in North York,
York University, Lakehead University and Waterloo Lutheran
University.
Dr. Haggar came to Canada
from Lebanon and became a Canadian citizen . He studied at University of Windsor and Fordham
University, and Columbia University, where he received a U.S.
award for excellence as a PH.D.
candidate. He taught at Ryerson for two years and then came
to WLU . After two years at this
school, he was refused renewal
of his contract. The reason given
for this was that "he was not
happy with the philosophy, structure, operation and personnel."
A student strike was called at
WLU and about 400 students participated. Despite faculty hearings and student protests, Dr.

Haggar was not reinstated. HowHe has recently filed the char~·
ever, it has been noted through· es of job discrimination against
out not only here but at other five Canadian universities.
schools that he was a good proAt King's College, he was reo
fessor.
fused a position because he had.
The Canadian Association of been known to openly oppose
University Teachers also investi- Zionism and it was felt that thi•
gated the case. The result was would conflict with the college's
the WLU policy was "decidedly project of trying to establish a
unacceptable" and the methods of Centre of Jewish Studies.
dealing ,-·ith appointment and tenAt Seneca College, Dr. Hag•
ure "unacceptably authoritarian." gar's application was refused
However, the non-renewal action also. In a recent interview, he
was still considered legal be- stated that one of the reason!(
cause of a clause in the contract given was his "Mediterranean
or in any way disparage the mentality and emotionalism."
that forbids professors "to attack
Lakehead claimed that the jot;
Christian religion."
he applied for did not exist. ..\f
During the academic year 1968- York, it is alleged that he was
69. Dr. Haggar was an exchange passed over for a less qualified
professor at the Southern Uni- applicant.
versity of New Orleans (SUNO)
Now Dr. Haggar is trying f4
through a U.S. National Teaching present hi':;; case of job discrimin-o
Fellowship. He was fired fi'Om ation with the Ontario HumaQ
the predominantly black college Rights Commission. However, if
in May of this year. The reason is pos:.ible that the Cm~mission
for this was due to his sympathy will not be able to act very eJC.o
with a student strike and demands tensively. This is because the em•
which included a black studies ployment section of the Human
program.
Rights Code exemp[ed education•
Following the firing of Dr. Hag- at Institutions until June 18th of
gar, a deportation hearing was this year. So. far, the only charge
held, ordering that he b~ deport- the commission can investigate
ed to Lebanon. However, he re- is that concerning Seneca Col•
turned to Toronto.
lege.

Western council near bankruptcy
LONDON (CUP)-W e i g he d
down with a $25,000 back-log of
debt, the student council at the
University of Western Ontario is
in serious financial difficulty as
it enters the coming year.
"The situation is ridiculous for
a corporation of our size," said
Gord Cudmore, vice-president of
finance for the council.
"When council came in during
May, they were under the impression they had a $5,000 surplus, and as a result they were
generous to anyone who came ask·
ing for money."
The council is carrying debts
going back two years: a $10,000
deficit from two years ago, and
an additional $14,000 from last
year, largely the result of a
$30,000 loss by the Western
Press, the on-campus print shop
owned and operated by the coun·
cil.
"All that this accumulation of
deficit means is that we get further in the hole each time," Cudmore said.

Walk on Od. 4
The Kitchener-Waterloo "Miles
for Millions" walk will cover thir·
ty miles this year. Scheduled for
October 4th, the walk is enthusiastically endorsed by the Students' Administrative Council un·
der the coordination of Vice-President: External Meg van Alstine.
Organizers of the march expect
to make $200,000 which will go
to such organizations such as
Canadian Save the Children Fund,
Oxfam, Canairelief, Canadian
University Services Overseas,
Care-Medico, Unesco Gift, and
several others.
Beginning at 8 a.m ., the first
walkers should c o m p 1 e t e the
route by 1:30. Average walkers
may tak~ untfl 7 p.m. to check
in. All walkers still on the route
by dusk will be taken off by accompanying cars.
Organizers plan stops for free
cold drinks and food, as students
and adults reach various check·
points.
As campus coordinator, Meg
van Alstine is in touch with the
organizations involved, enlisting
their support. Both the University of Waterloo and Waterloo Lu·
theran will be participating, as
well as many adults from the
Kitchener-Waterloo area.

The council didn't know its
true financial condition until two
weeks ago (September 3-10) as a
result of accounting problems
last year. An accounting firm
spent the entire summer straightening the books in order to do an
audit.
"We required an $80,000 bank
loan to get us through the sum·
mer," Cudmore said, but added
that borrowing money was stand-

ard practice during the summer
to get over cash flow problems.
Almost all the money received
from students fees in the first
term at UWO-approximatelJ
$90,000-will go to cover the bank
loan and office expenses.
The council, Cudmore said, wa1
going to have to cut expensel
somewhere. "Every project involving money will be closel.f
watched," he said.

Prof may sue government over DDT
TORONTO (CUP)-A University
of Toronto professor has threatened to sue the government of
Ontario if it does not soon ban
the sale of DDT.
Donald Chant, chairman of the
U of T zoology department, told
a pollution conference Friday
that citizens should take the same
action against government off\cials who allow pollution of land,
air or water.
"Chant also suggested that the
Ontario pesticide advisory board,
which reports to the provincial

department of health, could be
sued for conflict of interest.
The board is composed of four
civil servants, one retired civil
servant and four representatives
of agricultural service industries
-including one from a manufacturer of pesticides.
"The bias in that group is SG'
great," said Chant, "it's a wonder
they don't fall over backwards."
"There is absolutely undebat-·
able evidence," he said, "that
DDT is harmful to various kinds
of life, including man."

Chairman quits course evaluation
Course evaluation began last
spring with the appointment of
Dave McLeod as committee chair.
man. Work proceded very quickly as McLeod talked to students
and professors, setting up a questionnaire and getting time for students to fill out the forms in
class.
ThiS summer however, McLeod
transferred all files to Ed Aunger,
former Vice-President of the Student Council. Aunger helped with
the evaluation earlier and readily agreed to get the information · on data cards over the summer. Then McLeod would take
the data to the computer at the
University of Waterloo for final
processing.
Aunger tried repeatedly to get
in touch with McLeod to let him
know the data was ready, but
the chairman was no where to
be found .
"I never heard any more about
it," said Aunger, who came to
Waterloo to process the data himself. "Lauren (President of Students' Administrative Council)
said she couldn't get ahold of
McLeod."

Aunger has all the results for
all the professor evaluations, but
was not able fo process every·
thing by registration . His main
concern was to get the evalua•
tions into the hands of the Frosh
at that time.
"McLeod did a reasonably good
job by himself,' ' said Aunger. ttl
don't know vihat happened ...

Ethiopian at WLU
Mr. Girma Gabre-Mascal of
Ethiopia arrived in Waterloo last
Friday to begin undergraduate
studies at Waterloo Lutheran Uni•
versity. His father , who was edu·
cated in Canada, is presently
the Ethiopian Ambassador to tha
United Kingdom .
Girma, a "citizen of the world"
since the age of four, received
his primary and secondary edu·
cation at diplomatic schools in
India, Sweden, Yugoslavia, Egypt,
~:~nd England. He has come .to Ca·
nada to study economics, and
plans to return to his own coun·
try, where economists are badly;
needed.
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"Sculpture on campus" or

Egad Etrog!
by Bill Pattie,
Features Editor

Bmnze sculpture is nothing
new. The ancients used this metal
to cast their timeless figures.
Homer wrote that bronze 'formed
the vault of heaven.' And even
to-day, artists express their feelings and emotions through this
same medium.
THE ARTIST
Such an artist is Sorel Etrog,
whose sculptures we are fortunate enough to .have on display on
our campus.
Etrog was born in Jassy, Roumania, in 1933 and remained in
that country during the war. In
1245, he began formal training in
painting and drawing under the
auspices of a family friend.
In 1958, Etrog attended the
Brooklyn Museum Art Institute
on a scholarship. The President
of the Board of Trustees, Art
Gallery of Ontario, Mr. S. J.
Zacks, introduced Etrog to Canada. In Southampton, Ontario,
Etrog cast his first bronze sculpture.
Etrog represented Canada at
the thirty-third Venice biennal
and in 1966 and in the next year
received two commissions for
Expo.

photo by Willson

EXHIBITIONS
Etrog is not just a "Saturday
afternoon" artist who works in a
basement for his own enjoyment.
This sculptor has had one-man
exhibitions in such places as the
Gallery Moos, Toronto, 1963 and
the Dominion Gallery, Montreal,
1963.
His work has been displayed in
the United States in the Rose

Fried Gallery, New York, 1963,
the Benjamin Galleries, Chicago,
and the Felix Landau Gallery,
Los Angeles, 1968.
Etrog·s sculpture has also been
displayed in such European cities
as Berlin, Milano, Geneva and
Rome.
THE ART
To begin one of his bronze
sculptures, Etrog first produces
a plaster cast.
Etrog uses the 'lost wax' technique to produce his bronzes
from the plaster cast. A wax positive is reproduced from the
mould which later, by melting out
the wax in an oven, will leave a
negative mould.
The liquid bronze is then poured into this as the last stage before finishing. There are also

cus

many possibilities for
Because the bronze
are cast, there are an
number of possibilities which ·
artist may explore.
This medium is a difficult
in which to work. The artist
work within the bounds of
ing bronze. However, the
must still achieve
freedom. Although this
not an easy one, this
shows through Etrog's work.
LAST CHANCE
This exhibition of Etrog's
tures will only be on di
one more week. The best
cism of this man's art is
which you, the v1ewer, can
vide. And this can only be
by first seeing his

to

PORT ARTHUR (CUP)-The
Canadian Union of Students
pledged itself to a fight against
the concept of the Mid-Canada
Corridor as ·'the legitimized theft
and rape of Canada's natural resources," at its Port Arthur congress.
The corridor concept is backed
by several provincial governments, universities and large
corporations, and would create an
urbanized, industrial strip of land
just south of the Arctic Regions.
The congress noted the plan
would, in effect, be another tentacle of American control of Canada, and added "any nation whieh
values its independence and sov-

ereignty must have control
the development and di
of its natural resources."
The corridor concept also
nores ecological parameters,
delegates said. and is "~'...,'·"'"'
ly committed. to ex
Canadian land, people and
ces for corporate profit.
"The founders (of the
want to turn the north into
ther urbanized, polluted j
of insanity," said Jim Hardin
teaching assistant at Simon f
ser University.
"They want to create cap
wealth-and we know that
little to do with the fulfillm
of being a human being, with
man liberation."
,...... MONTREAL
lraton; at McGil
by prindpal H.
Br ]nokmg forward
B a decade of contin

Royal Winnipeg ·Ballet to ·appear at
The Royal Winnipeg Ballet will
be appearing at Waterloo Lutheran this fall. The performance is
scheduled for October 20th at 8: 30
p.m. in the Theatre-Auditorium.
Canada's oldest ballet company,
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet is also
the only "Royal" company in
this hemisphere. It has a reper-

toire ranging from classical to
contemporary. The first Canadian
compan· to tour Russia, South
America, and the West Indies,
the Royal Winnipeg Ballet has
also performed at the Stratford
Shakespearian Festival.
The costumes of the company
are reputed to be among the finest in the ballet world.

Paul Fournier named ''artist
WLU has now obtained an "Artist in Residence" who will be
working on campus throughout
the. year. He is here to work, and
afterwards, to discuss his works
and art in general with anyone
who is interested. His knowledge

WATERLOO
SQUARE
PET SHOP
Tropioa!l Fish. Marine Fish
Sea Horse-s. Birds and Small
Animals.
All Pet Supplies Available

Phone 743-6921

of art history is extensive but
the practical knowledge of his
experience is even greater.
Paul Fournier is accomplished
in realism as can be seen from
his graphic works on display in
the seminary. His paintings reveal fascinating trends through
use of colour. From the presence
of a central recognizable mass,
emerging from dramatic light or
mist or darkness. Paul Fournier's
aFt alters to stained shapes or
poles of colour floating in areas
of colour for visual effects of pulsation, stress and fusion beyond
the confines of the picture plane.
Our artist needs some time to
produce the objects for discussion but any who wish to meet
him may do so on Club Night
next Monday and after Christmas
there will be a more formal series

JOIN THE

CORD
on Club Night

Time magazine commented.
"There is nothing derivatively
European or effete about the Royal Winnipeg. Well disciplined and
versatile, Winnipeg is a ballet
company notable for youth, boldness and exuberance, for a corps'
de ballet of unusual wit, dramatic
sense and precision. Most importantly, the Royal Winnipeg's tal-

•

ID

residence''

of meetings and talks. For a better understanding of Mr. Fourn·
ier·s styles and experience attendance at his November exhibitions
in Guelph and Toronto might
prove fascinating.
Paul believes that "appreciation
takes effort based on a desire .to
learn." He is fully capable of inspiring this desire.

ented male contingent is one of
the most reassuring masculine
presences on the ballet stage today."
The Philadelphia Inquirer called the c1mpany a "solid base of
balletic skill." Even P r a v d a
praised the troupe highly, remarking on its "mastery of classical movement, pure in content
and dramatically clear in plot."
From humble beginnings thirty
years ago-and despite several
occasions of shattering adversity
-the Royal Winnipeg has become
one of the most dynamic and
imaginative ballet presences on
the North American scene. With
many firsts to its credit, espec-

unrc~t..
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ially in the area of organiz pnted the period
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and
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1968.
"DemonstratiQns of
Arnold Spohr, director of :W • are seeing thr~
Ballet is Canadian and was '0 <' 1C1y probably WI
a me:nber of the Ballet itselluntil they lose their
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s.tr~tive Council office and an Union of Public
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at $2.50.
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Affiliate artist debuts
Miss Carole Anne Currie, newly
Affiliate Artist for
Waterloo Lutheran University,
made her campus debut in an informal conceit on Parents' Orientation Day, Sept. 13. Carole Anne
will visit the campus several
times in the next year for recitals,
informal hours, and a chamber
opera, and will also accompany
the WLU choir on its annual tour.
Introduced by Professor Walter
~ppointed

IVCF plans forum

LU

Dr. Robin Guiness, a Cambridge graduate in history and
theology, will visit the campus
next wee!:, Mr. Dave Knight, cochairman of the Inter-Varsity
Christian Fellowship, announced
today. Dr. Guiness has led students on the beaches of Grarid
Bend, and has worked with students in coffee houses and open
forums.
Next Monday, Tuesday, and
Waterloo Lutheran's OrientaWednesday, Dr. Guiness will pre- .
side at the I.V.C.F. forum "Why tion Committee, headed by ViceJ. C.?". The three daily topics President External Meg van Alstine, invited Eric Mann to speak
will be "Did it really happen?",
to
students on this campus Tues"Does it really matter?", and
day. Mann is a leader of the stu"Did it get to you?"
Walter Gibbons, a seminary dents for a democratic society in
student at W.L.U., will sing be- the United States.
Word was received Mann was
fore each session.
The I.V.C.F. group is off to involved in an insurrection at
a good start with seventy mem- Harvard University on Tuesday
bers. It plans to include small and could not come.
study groups and more speakers
He appeared at the University
in this year's program.
of Waterloo last fall.

Mann didn't come

't

v·•r---------.. . .

versity of Toronto. Last
she made her international
in the role of Despina with
Scottish National Opera
Miss CurrJC praised WLU,
only Canadian University with
affiliate artist programme, for
farsightedness in providing a
to bring artist and
gether as part of the same
munity. She said "I think an
filiate artist is primarily a pu
relations person whose most
portant job is communication,
I welcome th1s opportunity f01
to grow and learn together
want to shatter the myths
surround the artist, and open
channels of communication
tween us."
During here campus visits, . 1
Currie would like to meet
dents on a personal basis
questions, criticism and discu
about both her performances
music in generaL

walk

Sat.,
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The Chicago: A group worth noting
Jt is doubtful that anyone could
duplicate the sound of "The Chicago Transit Authority." Unique
in many ways, this group deserves attention.
Bands composed of brass and
string sections seem to be preeminent in the field of Pop.
"Blood, Sweat and Tears," "The
Paul Butterfield Blues Band,"
and "Lighthouse" have utilized
these instruments to put their
messages across. They have welded together the traditional instruments of Rock 'n Roll (guitar,
drums, and organ), with brass.
Their results are interesting and
effective.
Although the instrumental composition of these groups may be

very similar, no fair comparison
in sound, musical arrangement
and techniques can be made.
MusicnJly, "The Chicago" is a
far different group than "Blood,
Sweat, and Tears." In some of
their best songs, The Chicago
used harmonies reminiscent of a
larger jazz band. Fuzz guitar and
sax blended into well planned arrangements. At the same time,
the organist played a vital role
in this musical syntheses. He provided a strong rythmic pattern
from which the other members
took their lead.
Vocally, the singers were just
adequate. Overshadowed by the

instrumentation, it is possible that
the group never i n t e n d e d
it to be otherwise. Not to overpower us with total brass, "The
Chicago" cleverly used percussion
instruments in such songs as "I ' m
A Man." In domg so, a sort of
listening b alance was reached.
The only disturbi • g moment came
in their last sor g -of the night.
The musical gyra 1ons of the lead
guitarist "Seemed out of place .
In evalnating 1he overall picture, each mn l:ic ian performed
admirably. And yet . in adding
their ind ividual dimension, they
produced a total a rran gem ent of
sound which was most striking.

idea
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cGill pres. predicts unrest
Whether in a solo •

to create capi'<d
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MONTREAT, <CUP)-Adminislors at MtGill University, led
by ~rincipal H. Rorke Robertson,
ur. looking forward to as much
decade of continuing student
re~t.

Spraking at McGill fund-raising
clmner, Robertson said he antici·
paled the penod of student confrontation and demonstration
11ould probably continue through
1970's.
"Demonstrations of the type
we are ~eeing throughout our
1elv probably w11l continue
unlli the)· lose their fascination,"
free tickets
to Waterloo
from Septe
ets can be
Adm
office and
per student. J
be presented.
go on sale to
, September

he said. "Until they become too
common, too frequent, too boring."
McGill, Robertson said, has
made "radical changes in its government to accommodate students, but added he did not think
that students should be present
on any body or committee in any
greater number than necessary to
represent the student viewpoint.
The McGill fund-raising society,
which Robertson addressed, is
trying to raise approximately
$1,000,000 for the university this
year.

CUPE backs student struggle
TORONTO (CUP)-The Canadil mon of Public Employees
day backed students who
'peaceful means" in strugng for greater democracy on
nadian campuses.
~>~egal<'s at the CUPE biennial
ton•cntton here approved a ret or. endorsing this policy af• nearing from Maggie Bizzell,
c~ate from a CUPE local reen:mg 17 employees of the
tn,,erslty of Toronto's student
nc1l.
F':!ldl warned the assembly that
union leaders get involved

with encouraging "responsible"
change at the university, students
would continue to get a prejudiced view of unionism from university officials.
The CUPE resolution followed
a speech Wednesday by Gerard
Rancourt, vice-president of the
Canadian Labor Congress, who
attacked student radicals for trying to "manipulate unions on behalf of their own revolutionary
purpose, " and declared that Canadian workers "are not going to
be used by any group for revolutionary aims ."
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Priorities set
'A sub-committee to the Advisory Council on Campus Planning has considered the need
for and priorities of several new
It is customary for most ivy-league universities to offH
buildings for Waterloo Lutheran.
their fint> arts events "a la carte" complete with a silver
Headed by Dr. Herman Overgaard, the sub-committee was · platter. With a small number of expensive, is·olated concomposed of Miss T. Giesbrecht, certs featuring big, big names. This type of p1-p~sentation
Pastor H. Hartig, Dr. D. Mac- prepares most American audiences for the way i·t is with
music and the fine arts in our larger, more enlightened
Lulich, and Dr. L. Schaus.
Recommendations will be made cities.
to the Board of Governors when
I am condnced that many people there actua]]y en,ioy
the report is presented on Octo- becoming "pab·onR of the arts" where, dreRRed to kill,
ber 9th. At that time, the Board the:y willingly pay the exhorbitant tariff (thirteen buc'ks
will decide whether or not to
a head) to enjoy an art form they know little to nothaccept the proposals.
mg about. However, becaw;e of our capitalistic ~<yiltem,
It will be recommended that
the need for an athletic complex where only the best survives, they can rest Recure, cor..is first on the Jist of priorities, fident they are experiencing a really big thing.
'\VLU, thank Heavens, has not succumbed to th i::;
with the Theatre of Fine Arts
second and the School of Busi- trend, and this year (more than ever before) is offering
ness and Economics third.
exposure to ::;tudents in many realms of the fine :u·ts.
Before any new buildings are
With the muRic department enlarging this year, a
started, if they are in the near greater number of events is expected.
future, it will be after the comThe Affilliate Arti<;t programme has appointed a nev.
pletion of the new Student Union
lyric soprano-Carol Anne Curry toO the staff. Along
Board of Governors' Building and
with inform::.. I FREE concerts, she intends to introduce
also the next two floors of the lihro>r audienc..es to the pure art of Opera, dispelling the
brary.
The sub-committee will recom- many myths created on this side of the oeean. So if your
mend for the Board's considera- idea of opera conjures up · visions of gigantic, shrieking
tion that the location of the women in braoo bras, you have been victimized by
athletic complex be on land front- ignorance.
ing on King Street near the preAlong with thiR, the Cultural Affajril Committee, headsent parking Jot.

got problems?

ASK
ASQUITH
Starting Next
Week in the
Cord

ed by Peter Koppel will be Rponsoring a short Open;,
early next year. Aside from the Etrog exhibition Hnd the
A1tist in Residence-Paul Fournier, The C.H.C. promises
many other event.<;.
One of these involves establishing a UniverRity Lecture
Series. With informal lectures, debates, and discuo:;sions,
it is possible to examine at first hand, many current!,\
important people such as the Canadian Mime, Claude
St. Denis, of Dr. McClure in the Under Attack Seri es.
The result of questioning these otherwise unapproachable people is also interesting. You can appr eciMe the
intellect of some, or, like laRt year, marvel at the ignorance of others like Hardial Banes and Russel Kirk. H ey
Pete, any chanc,e of getting Al Capp?

,
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CUS: A matte·
by Ron llMMnpson
and Paul MKRae
PORT ARTHUR (CUP)-Last
August, in a widely-misrepreported speech, then-incoming CUS
president Peter Warrian told
delegates to the Canadian Union
of Students congress that "this
is the year to take it to the
people."
Somehow, it didn't happen, and
CUS finished the year witn fewer
members, bigger travel bills in·

curred through flitting around the
country fighting referenda, and
the same problems.
The student councillors who attended that convention found that
the people on their campuses
didn't like what CUS was saying
in its policy resolutions, possibly
because nobody was quite sure
how the reality of Canadian problems related to rousing choruses
of "Ho! Ho! Ho Chi Minh!", red
and black flags, and dimly understood rhetoric about American

Who's listening?
by Glenn Marshall
This week's Review:
Columbia GP 8 "Chicago Transit Authority"
Polydor 543.035 "Blind Faith"
The immediate impression one get.~ of the group
called 'Chicago' does not typify the mus·ic and sound:;
heard in a Chicago subway station. The record, a twovolume set is priced cheaply-perhaps Lhe pricepoint is
the first indication of the record's quality.
My major complaint with the album h~ the tobal lack
of feeling probably generated by the facl that vocal~
are generally poor. IF you happened to mak~ the concert Tuesday night you must have notleed that everybody but the stage hands tried singing.
The record does have some better points, however
these are too few and far between to save the album.
The first side was evidently the portion of the get designated for the tuning of their instruments. Side two
comes on a bit stronger with a cut called 'Question 6 &
7'-a borderline soul number with a better voeal by the
bass player, Peter Cetera. 'Poem 58', features lead guitarist, Terry Kath, who is quickly overshadowed hy the
be:'lt musician in the group, Daniel Seraphine, the
drummer.
The third side has the group's best efforts, disreg-arding a cut called 'Free Form Guitar'-To appreciate this
number, one definitely shoult1 be either high or drunk.
However, a real breath of fresh a.ir is felt with the
following two pieces. The one, South California Grapes
i!-l definitely soul and is defi~itely good. A fair vocal
by organist Robert Lamm altoost put::: the listener in
mind of the Blood Sweat and 1.l'ears tune 'I can't quit'.
As much as Chicago lost in tbe firnt 42 minutes, they
make up with their version of Steve Winwood's 'I'm a
Man'. The VCI<:als, the rhythm and the superb drumming
all combine to make this piece a classic. One almost
forgets that Chicago are actually doing the cut.
But once again, the group fails with the ,! th sidE>.
Prologue, August 29, 1968-is unique but tiring and the
final cut 'Liberation' is aptly named, for after listening
to it and recalling some of the other cuts on the set-the
desire to be liberated is overpowering.
After previewing 'Chicago Transit Authority', T woke
up my friends and we listened to a far superior gr0up
called 'B1ind Faith' . This album, 1ike the other has been
on the market for about 4 weeks and already is in the
top sales bracket in most areas of Canada and the U.S.
The main rea..~on for this is the personnel invohred in
"Blind Faith"-Eric Clapton, Ginger Ba'!<,e r (Cream),
Steve Winwood and Rick Grech-all of whom are fine
musicians and unlike the Cream there is a much more
svbtle blend of talent instead of a 'contest' sound.
In reviewing thi~ album I found it hard to pick n
favourite cut, they are all excellent wilh numbers like
"Had to Cry"-a hard rock dance tune or perhaps
"Can't find my way Home" in which C'lapton shines on
an accoustical guitar blended in an excellent arrangement of rhythm provided by Baker.
The longest cut on the album is the epic "Do what
you Like", written by Ginger Baker. Each member of the
group gets his chance to do his thing and remarkably
all do it well. This number it.~elf is over 15 minutes long,
yet it is not boring or overdone. The highlight of this
song is Gingell' Baker's drum solo-his odd syncopation
keeps one interested and does not become a stalemate
in the number. Unlike "the Toad", on 'Whe~ls of Fire,
t~is drum version is just long enough to be t>leasing··
even to the unaccustomed ear. Clapton's amazing guitar
solo is interdispersed with the repetitive background
vocal "Do what you like" with the eventual return to the
lead vocal by Steve Winwood. The record is good value
and a worthwhile addition to any collection.
Some of the newer groups have made the scene in the
past few months and many of these groups are releasing·
albums which should be available in this area quite soon.
A number of these are, Jeff Beck's "Beek Ola", Toronto's
"Lighthouse" and a new release by Led Zeppelin which
is supposedly excellent. For the folk fans, Francoise
Hardy has a new album which is great and for those who
like folk done rather unusually might pick up Peter SHrstcdt's album "Where do you go to my Lovely" on linitecl
Artists label.
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imperialism and the evils of capitalism.
This year, at the Lakehead
CUS congress, Warrian tried
again.
"At the last Congress," he said
In his opening State of the Union
address, "we made a positive
breakthrough towards building a
relevant national student union
in English-speaking Canada.
"However, the victory we won
there was largely a rhetorical
victory. Against the backdrop of
Columbia, France and Chicago,
we generated a revolutionary rhetoric and the beginnings of a
framework for critically analyzing Canadian society.
"Our greatest shortcoming," he
added, "was a lack of programmatic content."
He urged a reappraisal of CUS
as a union; asked whether the
unions' present structure could be
a basic tool in coping with the
problems of Canadian society;
and called for alternative structures that would take CUS and
the student councils "back to the
people."
This should have been the crucial debating point during the rest
of the congress. Instead, too many
delegates channeled their efforts,
not into understanding the rhetoric, but in rewording it to appeal
to their more moderate constituencies.
For example, in one resolution,
the term "American imperialism"
was reworded to something like
"American control of Canadian
industry."
The fundamental struggle over
the structure of the union was
carried on by the left and the
right-wing elements at the conference.
Conservative delegates from
four universities, noting that CUS
is not a union or even a movement, wanted to turn the clock
backward several years by turning CUS into a voluntary federation.
Gesta Abols, president of the
University of Toronto student
council, noted that "attempts to
build a mass movement out of an
organization which lacks all the
characteristics have created a
dynamic which this static structure can't cope with."
Abols' proposed solution, the
federation, would unfortunately
change only one aspect of the
contradiction he outlines by re·
treating to what he called "an
embryonic stage of the new status quo, in affect, a liberal or·
ganization."
And this is, in effect, no solution. It merely counsels students
to incur some sort of collective
amnesia, to deny what they have
learned about; the role and structure of the university within Canadian society; a society domin·
ated by American corporate capitalism. It counsels students to
avoid seeking answers to their
problems-in fact, to d~ny they
have problems.
The congress delegates recognized this fact, and the federation
proposal died on the Plenary floor
for lack of a seconder.
That left two alternatives: A
s m a s h e d CUS-"belly-up at
Christmas" some called it-with
another string of referendum defeats in the fall term; or a new

cus.

"We cannot go back," Warrian
told the congress. "We don't
smash CUS, but we do smash
through the limitations of the
structures of present student
unionism."
In an interview after the congress, incoming president Martin
Loney appeared to recognize what
kinds of changes were needed, although he was occasionally bitterly attacked by some delegates
for adopting a line that was too
"Moderate."
"As student councils become
involved in political actions on
campus, and are not just concerned with administering student
services," Loney said, "they have
to move from small elitist groups

survival
to involving as many students as
possible.
"It becomes the responsibility
of the council to take all political
decisions to the campus, to mass
meetings. They have to devote
a large part of their resources to
those political actions, to bringing in outside speakers, putting
out course critiques, etc.
"And they have to get the university members involved in their
own departments in classroom organizing. The first step in democratization of the university is
democratizing the students union.
"We have a policy which is
meaningful," Loney said, referring to CUS," and given those
structural changes, student councils can be effective in getting a
lot of that policy into the campus,
and action taken on them."
If this taki·\~ it to the people
work is to be done, however, the
councils are going to have to lay
themselves down on the line much

as CUS bas done in the past 'f.
"We're going to need a
kind of student unionism,"
Warrian.
"Student governments are
ing to have to recognize
their structures isolate them b
students, and that these
tures must be changed.
"And given the anti-poli.
culture of the university, slit
councillors are going to half
go out on a limb. They are
to have to be prepared to be
peached in some cases, and
will pose a difficult decision
some whose identities are c
tied to their positions on
councils."
Besides the right wing, the
elements at the congress trie(
draw delegates into fundam
debate on the nature of CUS.
On t:1e second last day the
dical Waterloo delegation trie:
focus on the issue of unioo
(Continued on page 9)
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A matter of survival
(Continued from page 8)

with a motion that CUS join the
Wobblies, the Industrial Workers
of the World . This union was effectively smashed during the 20's
for its radical stand on workers'
rights, and was an effectively
Marxist organization.
But somehow the relevant debate never congealed, and the
next night Barry McPeake, chairman of the CUS plenary for six
days, stepped out of the chair
because he felt his position was
"smothering many of the contradictions inherent in this structure."
McPeake spoke about the goals
of CUS, and the impossibility of
reaching those goals through
CUS's essentially parliamentary
structure. He noted the "oppressive" atmosphere of the Plenary
itself, with its square formation
of tables, fragmented debate
through microphones, and the
meaninglessness of much of what
came out of the congress to what
is happening in the real world.
He angered many delegates who
wanted to get on with the business of passing policy statements
and resolutions in the waning
hours of the congress.
McPeake's a r g u m e n t said
the resolutions were meaningless
in themselves, that they only had
meaning if the delegates took
them back to the campuses, and
that the debate must revolve
around the kind of structures that
will make these policies a real
issue at the home campuses.
This debate appeared to
be left-hanging about 6 a.m . when
the congress got back to "business"-passing a resolution to delete two lines from the Declaration of the Canadian Student.
Did any of it stick? The answer
to this determines whether CUS
dies at Christmas, or gets reborn
through a new relationship or student councils and their constituencies, and the councils to CUS.
Already there is evidence that
some delegates have taken up the
problem seriously.
Members of at least one large
university student council have
already begun to discuss creating
a real union style of student government. Initially this w o u I d
mean mass meetings instead of
council meetings, with everyone
who attended having the right
to vote. Hopefully, this would be
further carried into political action.
CUS can survive-perhaps can
only survive-in this kind of structure if it wants to be part of a
student movement.
And CUS can be important, not
because "CUS" can bring into
effect the programs it passes at
the congresses, but because the
(Continued on page 10)
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Yes, shoe-box living. Many wuls a.re experiencing such
a life right now in this prepackaged, automated age
where everyone and everything has to be filed unde'!"
something. More specifically I'm talking about the great,
glorious, over romantic apartment livi11g of students.
This is the second year that I have Jived in an :tpartment. The image of youthful students I suppose is
one of an individualistic elite detached from university
life on campus. And in a way life is great and different
(if you can afford it). Although there may be a feeling
that you can call your particular apartment home if
you were to take off the wall of the building and look
at it as you would a dollhouse you would find eyery
apartment basically the same. For instance last year in
a drunkE-n stupor two of us procE-eded to find 0ur wa'y
back to our apartment. \Ve felt we had handled everything with a sauve sober inlelligence but instead of ge't '
ting off the elevator on the correct floor we had \'.·alkeci
onto the floor below and unknowingly sauntered into
somebody else's apartment. It was not until we were
de·eply trapped in a living room that we found out the
man in his undershirt watching television with his wife
was in his own apartment and not in ours.
In every apartment you enter basically the same furni~
tu:re repeats itself-orange crate modern or oo.lvation
army original. The collection of so-:ealled furniture comes
from garbage dumps, basement..<;, and at the odd time
out of second hand stores. The collection looks stunning
f<>r the first month but as the time progresses and the
parties go on the furniture slowly start.<; to rust away
until by the end of the year you have a mass of delapidated and broken furniture setting the scene of an old
western saloon just after a drunken brawl. But as the
year draws to an end and you s-it placidly in your authentic wicker chair many fond memories come to mind as
your ey•e s scan the room. Over there-Ah yes-that'e.
where we punc'h ed a hole in the wall so we could see
television in bed. And there--that's when we were doing
tJhe congo line dance and ripped off the swinging kitchen
door. And don't forget that chair-remember when it
contained all its springs and didn't feel like a toilet seat.
So many hours were spent at the end of the la;;t term
talking about the times in the apartment over the last
ye-ar and then looking f·o rward to many more the next
school year.
Last year at the start of my first apartment se·ason I
ean remember the .idealistic naivete I had. We had schedule!' worked out for who was to pay the bills, who was
to cook the food, who was to clean the apartment up.
In many ways the system of rotation was successful; but
at times fine semantic arguments of the rules allowed
the garbage to smell, or dust to accumulate or even
dishes to pile up until it was getting to the point that
we were drinking milk out of crc·am pitchers. Or the
more extreme naivete that there would always be a
steady supply of beer at hand. Somehow when a case of
beer was bought it did not last very long iJ1 the refrigerator. Usually the supply was gone that night. So finding
our money supply draining out of the bank account, beer
and other luxuries became more scarce.
Again this year the apartment crowd of students win
again face the same problems. More eviction notices,
more miserable landlords, more leaky faucets. All simi·
Jar occul"anc-es in our white walled multi-leveled shoebox apartment buildings.
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A maHer of survival
(Contintted from page 91
congress allows students to come
together to discuss and hammer
out an analysis of what is wrong
in the university, and what can
bt> done about it. Those students
will then return to..the campuses
where they can talk to and work
with students not at the congress.
And CUS is important, not because through the publishing and
distribution of resolutions and
fighting referenda it can convince
students of the need for social
chanr:e in the university, but because it has the resources to do
research and distribute its findings, the resources to provide in·
formation on issues and provide
communication among local councils about what's happening on
other campuses.
The CUS resolutions are nothing in themselves.
The confrontations must still
come, not in the student council
meetings, or even in mass policy
meetings. It must come in the
classroom with students joining
together to struggle towards an
understanding of what the col\-1
tent of the courses is, challenging
the lecturer, the examinations
system, doing course critiques,
setting up parallel courses and
course unions.
_ Taking it back to the students
-successfully-may be the only
cure for the disease infecting
CUS and the student councils.

u~ac

tries to cut enrollments

VANCOUVER (CUP)-The University of British Columbia will
bear down hard on students this
year to keep enrollments in line
with administration estimates of
available facilities.
Tbe UBC academic senate voted
Wednesday (Sept. 10) to refuse
admission to students who do not
pass at least 60 per cent of a
full year's program, or who do
not pass every course in any parttime program.
The senate also decided to restrict enrollment into second
year programs and ultimately

into upper years by setting a quota of students who enter each
year in each faculty.
First year enrollment at UBC
will also be cut back beginning
in Seprember 1970, to 3,400 stu.
dents, a drop of nine per cent
over this year.
"We are basing our recommendations on innumerable and justifiable complaints from students
and others about inadequate resources at UBC," said enrollment
committee chairman Philip White.
"We have more than 21,000
students here with facilities for
only 14,000."
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HSPECIAL STUOENT RATES,.

BRUNSWICK TWIN CITY BOWL
L-er Mall, Waterloo Square

Phone 576-9950
OPEN 9 a.m. • MIDNIGHT
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PHOTO DEPT.
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Gl'OOOrlies - St.tndries
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BELMONT CLEANERS
& TAILORS
Phone 742-2016

Meeting in the Cord Office
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Antidote
by Laurel Stuart
Well, we're off to a flying start again this year. Orientation
'fantastic' and you Frosh really made it a great success-getting
there and 'participating'. And then Initiation! with lots of .
memories to reflect on in your twilight years. All this, and
only been in school for two weeks.
But wait, on Seprember 22nd, Clubs Night, you'll really be ab~
demonstrate your 'developing' school spirit.
If you haven't bought your Rooster Club card, now's your
chance. Don't be 'apathetic'. Get out and support our boys on
football field, cheer for them on the basketball courts and r
round the school colours in the hockey arena.
And say, if you really want a taste of student 'in•;olvement' the
a Winter Frolic Committee. Join this and you too can get in on
of the highlights of the school year-SKI WEEKEND!
Of course, if the government didn't give you a big enough stu
loan, and your parents can't swing it for you to afiord the wee~
then you can still get in on the fun in the snow. Help build Tee B
Weekend-Lutheran's phantasmagoria featuring chariot races, S<
tm-es l)f chicken hawks and the crowning of the Ice Queen
school is renowned throughout Canada for its yearly presentatio
Campus lovelies.
Then again, if you're not the outdoor type, and you want to JL
Mum and Dad proud of your leadership qualities, get involve\
your Model Parliament. Here you can act out your indiVldU&
and concern for society, make like your favorite M.P. in Otta~
Further, to foster the 'brotherhood of man', there is the Yo
Businessman's Society, a group of healthy and forward loot
young careerists. They sponsor dinners where you can breal
that new business suit, and hear speakers on the 'really rele
topics of today.
For those of you who want to shed the ima~e of the iMrli~.
kollege kid, support your Dance Kommittee, who present the hi~
expression of We&tern culture, the ANIMAL DANCE.
Want more 'flair', 'savoir-faire', more 'kultur' and 'politei
Enlist now at your nearest language club. Learning doesn't st~
the classroom but continues and permeates all facets of the 'e
tion experience' here at Lutheran.
You can see that there are enough activities for you to de
strate your loyalty, interest, enthusiasm and positive involve
So many of our generation today is being led astray and :all
the ways o! extremism. They become members of activists ~ro
groups that don't really understand the real reason people com
college or even why we have colleges.
But you can be proud-proud I say-that 'your' school offers
types of activities that appeal to inquiring minds. And just thin
a long list of activities on your job application could get you
career of ypur dreams.
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'The Students' Adm•nistrative CounCil
Wants You To Come In And Meet Our
New Full-Time Secretary, So We've
Lowered Our Prices for Xerox Duplicating
to s~ Per Page.
Also Try Out Our New Gestetner
Machine Costing Only 1/21. Per Page

Come in and ask for Gerry, in the
Student Union Building.
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pposes Americanization of Canadian U's

year. Orientation
great success-getting
mation! witn lots of
years. All tnis, and

PORT ARTHUR CCUP)-The
Clin.ldian Union of Students Congf{'SS voted almost unanimously
oppose· the Americanization of
'anadJan universities, but rejectd n quota system that would
directly restrict the number of
t'.S. professors teaching in Canada.
The delt'gates noted in a re,Jution at the 33rd CUS Convess that "a professor's ability

to deal with Canadian reality is
not always based on his nationality.
"Some American professors
have the concepts and experience
to understand that reality, and
conversely, some Canadian professors-often trained in U.S.
graduate schools present an American discipline that has no relation to our Canadian reality."
A quota system also would not

attack the other features of American influence that permeate
our universities, delegates decided.
This includes:
* Course content heavily loaded in favor of American textbooks, concepts and history (Canadian economics is taught largely
from ari American textbook).
* Courses where Canadian content is deliberately devalued-a

S to publish national magaZine

tu<tent 'involvement'
too can get in on
WEEKEND!

PORT ARTHUR (CUP)-Stu&nts across Canada may be reading a new national magazine by
m•d Oc·tober.
To be distributed by participatIng ~tudt'nt newspapers with their
ngular issues, the magazine will
tarry articles considered to be of
aaUonal interest, rather than exlusively student concerns.
Almost half of the funds needtd to produce the publication
~re allocated for it at the 33rd
fOngress of the Canadian Union
tf Students. The rest of the finlncing will come from sales to
ubscribers, mostly student newspapers.

Independent
The magazine is an independent
project being run with CO-{)peration between CUS and Canadian
University Press, the national
student newspaper co-op.
Content will be decided by a
six-man editorial board composed
of two members from each of the
natiooal organizations and two
independent members.
The proposed editor of the
publication is Don Kossick, former editor of the Carillon, student
newspaper at the Regina campus of the University of Saskatchewan, and a former CUS fieldworker.

"We hope to be able to bring
to national attention some of the
crucial problems existing in our
country that are usually ignored
by the regular press," Kossick
said.
"The regular news media either
ignore the reasons behind the
headlines or cover them in a very
insufficient way. We hope to
make analysis part of every
story."
Eleven student papers present
at the congress said they would
be interested in subscribing to
the magazine, but many more
commitments will be needed be·
fore publication can begin.

University of Toronto graduate
student often cannot do a PhD
on only one Canadian author.
* Canadian universities doing
research for American corporations and military departments.
* The prestige positions of American universities in certain disciplines and their effects on Canadian teaching in those subjects.
The Congress particularly objected to the heavy emphasis on
empiricist and behavioral Methodology imported from the U.S.
into Canadian subjects.
''The Canadian educational system services and rationalizes
Canada's colonial status within
the international capitalist system," the resolution concluded.
The Congress resolved that all
academic openings in university
must be advertised in Canada;
that Canadian graduate schools
emphasizing the Canadian perspective be established to orient
faculty toward Canadian problems; and that students participate in hiring, promotion and tenure of professors, and in curriculum committees.
The criterion for hiring should

March
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'your' school offers
. And just thi
could get you

be a professor's "concern with
the needs of the Canadian people,
rather than strictly~(his) nation·
ality," the resolution said.
David Leadbeater, student president of the University of AJ,..
berta, asked how such concern
could be judged. "Couldn't nationality be more important than
we've established here?" he said.
"We'll just ha.ve to tell as we
go along," responded Tqronto
delegate Bob James, mover of the
resolution. "If professors at Lakehead University are looking at the
problems and situations in no..
thern Onta~io, that might be more
significant than where they come
from."
An amendment to set up departments of Canadian Studies in
our universities was soundly defeated.
The whole university should discuss Canadian content, not just
one blasted department," said
Brandon delegate Harko Bhaget.
Toronto delega~e Chris Szalwinski pointed out a separate instj.
tute would not solve the problem
of Amelicanization of other co~
ses.
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Millions

I_IG BARNEY"
:french Fries & Coke

October 4, 1969
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lf yoo. haven't had a Bi·g Barney,
Ulen you don't know what you're
maiSSlillllg! T w o deldcioos pure
beef patties, oheese, crisp lettuce, pick>le and oor own special
sau<:e on a doubl~e-ck bun. Thy
it w!th F r e n c h ~ies a11d a
lialll:'e, cool drink today.
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Feel at ease in this
cosy Kitten Woolmark
Knit sweater. Raised
contrasting stripes on
front, turtle neckline with
zipper. long sleeves. A
wide selection of glowing
new colours. Dry clean
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Straight-cut Woolmark
Knit pants with elastic
waistband. New
"Pointeroma Stitch",
dyed-to-perfectly-match
your Kitten Woolmark Knit
sweater. Pick from Kitten's
palette of new Fall shades.
Dry clean only.
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KING & UNIVERSITY

Yo·u'U -lore be·ing a J(itten g·irl!

Without this label
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it is not a genuine KITTEN.
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Football awks d wn

by Bill Ha:rmon
The WLU Golden Hawks, de
fending Atlantic Bowl Champions,
won their opening game of the
season 17-8 against a very stubborn McMaster team.
The Hawks got off to a very
poor start after fumbling the opening kickoff and allowing McMaster to recover on the 32 yard
line. An apparent touchdown
pass to end Jerry Mays was called back on a penalty. The Hawks
defensive line, led by Glenn Baker and Paul Patterson, began

to throttle the McMaster team.

Gary Brohman blocked a McMaster field goal attempt.
Offensive play staggered till
the end of the first quarter. The
defences stood out for both teams.
Consecutive drives were stopped
by interceptions. The key play,
however, was by the Hawks Paul
Hendershot, who stopped a long
drive featuring some good passing by McMaster quarterback AI
Tanner.
Only four plays after Hendershot's interception the Hawks

:~

::·-~-;.;;:~-;~~,;,:~:;.:-;.:·~0.-.-~~:

scored their first touchdown on a
65 yard pass and run play from
quarterback Paul Gray to split
end Terry Harvey. The convert
by Walt Parker was good.
The second quarter saw the
Hawks defence take over and virtually fuminate McMasters running game, while holding the
passing attack to a few short
gains.
The Hawks, with some excellent running by rookie Jim Cooper, good punting from quarterback Paul Gray, and excellent de-

:;.
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photo by Attkins

A powerful line made the second touchdown and the win
possible in Saturday's game against Mac.

fensive work by Patterson and
Baker forced McMaster to concede two points on a punt attempt
early in the quarter. Kicker Gray
also unloaded a 40 yard single
to cap the best drive of the quarter.
McMaster ended the half with
a good drive but fortunately for
the Hawks ran out of time.
In the first half the Hawks
showed a very balanced offence
with 71 yards rushing and 79
yards passing. The Hawk defence
held McMaster to only 13 yards
on the ground and 82 in the air.
The McMaster quarterbacks were
under pressure all the time and
had to scramble all the time.
The second half started with
the Hawks holding a 10·1 lead.
However, on the first series of
downs the Hawks put the game
on ice.
Tom Walker took the McMaster
kick-off and returned the ball to
midfield. Quarterback Paul Gray
then went to work, completing
passes to Terrv Harvey and Reed
Archer and gaining a crucial first
down on a sneak. With the help
of a McMaster penalty, rookie
Tom Walker scored the second
Hawk major on a three yard run.
Walt Parker was good on the convert attempt.
The rest of the quarter belonged to the Hawk defence, who allowed McMaster only one first
down. Gary Brohman was outstanding as was Bill Turnbull,
the punt returner. The Hawk offence was spotty after their second touchdown and they weren't
able to put together much offensive threat at all.
The fourth quarter started out
with a McMaster fumble and a
recovery by Glen Baker. Quarterback Paul Harvey again went to
work and with some good running by Tom Walker and a pass
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Thursday, Sept. 25, 1969
in the Dining Hall Mezzanine - 7:00 p.m.

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
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